Arizona Chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics

AzAAP Launches "Back to the Office"
Campaign for Members
Dear Members,
The Arizona Chapter of the American
Academy of Pediatrics (AzAAP)
believes in the value and importance
of well child care, the role
preventative care has in keeping
children healthy, and supporting our
members through this challenging
time. As you know, AzAAP has been
vigorously working on a robust
media campaign to reassure parents
that pediatric clinics are open and
have safe ways to take care of their
children during this pandemic to
ensure vaccinations, chronic health problems, everyday illness, and regular health
checkups are not pushed aside by fears of COVID-19.
We are excited to announce the campaign's most recent developments which include a
special feature in the Arizona Daily Star highlighting our message to parents, Many Arizona
children missing shots, doctor visits during pandemic. The quotes from Dr. Gretchen Hull,
AzAAP President, and Dr. Sean Elliott, AzAAP Board Member, combined with the
interviewed parents drove home the point: contact your pediatrician about visits and talk
about any concerns. The article has been posted to AzAAP's social media pages: AzAAP
Facebook and AzAAP Twitter. We encourage you to re-post the interview to your practice's
social outlets to help spread awareness to your patients and families.

In addition, we are pleased to launch our Back to the Office social media campaign for
pediatricians. This social media toolkit builds on the work that has been done thus far and
is meant to provide our members with easy to use resources to reach out to families and
the community. The images below are sized to integrate with your practice's website,
Facebook and Twitter accounts and encourage parents to keep up with their child's health
by contacting their pediatrician. We hope you will join us in posting these social messages
to get Arizona children and families Back to the Office.
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